1. CALL TO ORDER

2. ROLL CALL

3. APPROVE THE AGENDA OF THE MAY 9, 2019 REGULAR MEETING

4. APPROVE THE MINUTES FROM THE FOLLOWING MEETING:

5. PUBLIC HEARING

   A. CONSIDER AND TAKE ACTION ON A REQUEST FROM JARED WILEY ON BEHALF OF
      GABRIEL AND BRANDI HULL FOR A PRELIMINARY PLAT LOCATED AT 1201 5TH STREET SW
      CASE #PP19-02.

   B. CONSIDER AND TAKE ACTION ON A REQUEST FROM TROY DEE, GOLDEN LAND SURVEYING
      ON BEHALF OF DJD REALTY, LLC FOR A FINAL PLAT LOCATED AT 1492 S COMMERCE.
      #FP19-07.

   C. CONSIDER AND TAKE ACTION ON A REQUEST FROM JARED WILEY ON BEHALF OF BRUCE
      NGO & TRUC NGUYEN FOR A REZONING FROM AG(AGRICULTURE) TO IL (LIGHT
      INDUSTRIAL) LOCATED AT 5621 WEST BROADWAY. #Z19-06.

   D. CONSIDER AND TAKE ACTION ON A REQUEST FROM PLAINVIEW LLC ON BEHALF OF SUSAN
      TRUMBLE FOR A REZONING FROM RS-9 (SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL) TO AG
      (AGRICULTURE) LOCATED AT NORTH OF MYALL ROAD. #Z19-07.

   E. CONSIDER AND TAKE ACTION ON A REQUEST FROM LEWIS TALIAFERRO ON BEHALF OF
      RWN PROPERTIES FOR A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW A TRI-PLEX IN A RS-6
      ZONING DISTRICT LOCATED AT 802 E STREET NW. #C19-02.

6. OTHER BUSINESS

   A. PUBLIC COMMENTS

   B. COMMISSION COMMENTS

   C. STAFF COMMENTS

7. ADJOURN

***THE NEXT REGULAR MEETING WILL BE JUNE 6, 2019***